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Abstract
In systems with non-trivial topologies that violate time-reversal symmetry, the bulk-boundary
correspondence gives rise to the propagation of waves without counter-propagation (back scat-
tering). In this thesis, we investigate three types of systems that ultimately aim to provide
insight as to what the minimal number of bands required to support topologically protected
edge modes. We begin by exploring a 3 band fluid system that has non-trivial topological phase:
rotating shallow water [2]. We then examine the 4 band system comprised of a honeycomb lat-
tice of spring-masses on a rotating platform [3]. Ultimately, we wish to provide an entry point
to a classical 2 band system with non-trivial topological phase. These examples will ideally
provide vital insight in proving that a 2 band classical system cannot support unidirectional
waves and show that 3 bands is the minimal requirement.
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Introduction
Topology and symmetry are vital topics to understand physical phenomena in fluid dynamics
as well as in most physical settings. In systems with non-trivial topologies that violate time-
reversal symmetry, the bulk-boundary correspondence ensures the propagation of waves without
counter-propagation (back scattering). These types of waves are important in acoustic technolo-
gies and topological insulators. In addition, Kelvin waves arise as a result of an investigation
of topological invariants such as Chern numbers and Berry curvatures in the f -plane approxi-
mation even though these waves are not explicitly included within the f -plane model itself [2].
The first introduction to the topological origin of these types of waves in plasma physics was
given by Parker et al [4]. In general, systems with non-trivial topological phases are generally
generated through a violating of time-reversal symmetry with either an applied magnetic field
like in the Haldane Model or through global rotations like the Coriolis force. Although incred-
ibly interesting, there is much that is unknown regarding topological protection. Specifically,
we are interested in understanding the minimal ingredients, number of orthogonal wave fami-
lies (bands), required for systems to support unidirectional waves robust against backscattering.
In this thesis, to begin, we investigating the simplest fluid system that has non-trivial topo-
logical phase: rotating shallow water. This example is a 3 band shallow water described by
Delplace et al. [2]. We then probe the 4 band system which is a honeycomb lattice of spring-
masses which is described by Wang et al. [3]. We wish to provide an entry point to a classical
2 band system with non-trivial topological phase [3]. These examples will ideally provide rea-
soning as to why a 2 band real system cannot support topologically protected edge modes and
allow us to prove that 3 bands is the minimal requirement.
From quantum mechanics, we know that there exist 2 band systems that support these types
of waves. In fact, the simplest system that has non-trivial topological phase is in the quantum









. When translating to a real variabled environment, the state vector will exist in real four
dimensional space. This four band system can be related to a two-dimensional system and can
provide entry to an explanation as to trivial versus non-trivial topological phases.
In summary, we study known linear operators that support this uni-directional wave prop-
agation in order to provide enough information to begin a formal proof that three orthogonal
wave families is the minimal requirement for classical systems to support waves that are robust




In this chapter, we will present concepts in topology as it relates to physical concepts. A
undergraduate basic knowledge of set theory, calculus and linear algebra is assumed. The main
purpose of this chapter is to provide the necessary background of topological concepts in order
to understand Berry Curvature and topological protection. The following sections are based on
definitions and descriptions from Geometry, Topology and Physics [1] and Essential Topology
[5].
1. Topological Spaces
Topology is a field of study that is concerned with geometric objects and their properties
under deformations in various settings. In general, a topology is a type of structure that is
applied to a set that is based on distinguished subsets called “open sets”.
Definition. A topological space is a set, X, together with a collection, T , of subsets of
X called “open” sets, which satisfy the following rules:
• The set X itself is “open”
• The empty set is “open”
• Arbitrary unions of “open” sets are also “open”
• Finite intersections of “open” sets are “open”
This collection, T , of open sets is called the topology on X; however we consider the pair
(X, T ) as a topological space although often times X is referred to as a topological space.
Classic examples include: discrete, indiscrete or trivial and usual topologies. The discrete
topology is a set X together with T as the collection of all subsets of X. The indiscrete or
trivial topology is the simplest topology where T = {∅, T }. If we consider the set as the real
line R, we can equip the real line with the usual topology with open sets as open intervals.
In physics, topology is employed in various fields like in the context of plasma physics and
fluid dynamics. For example, recent work done by Delpace et al. (see [2]) and Parker et al. (see
[6]) shed light on the significance of topological properties and invariants required to support
specific types of waves. Specifically, topological phase is a notion that a bulk system can be
described using a global property of an eigenfunction in wave vector space [6]. In addition, in
fields like condensed matter physics, topology is used to describe and understand mechanical
properties of solids.
1.1. Continuous Maps. Let D and C be topological spaces. The map f : D → C is
continuous if the preimage or inverse image of an open set in C is also open in D.
1.2. Topological Properties. Suppose that T gives a topology to a set X and (X, T )
forms a topological space. A topological space is Hausdorff if the intersection between a neigh-
borhood around two distinct points is empty. A subset of X is considered closed if the com-
plement is open, i.e. X − A ∈ T for A ⊆ X. If the union of a family of open sets in the
2
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topology T forms the set X, then this union is called an open cover. If there exists a finite col-
lection, then this space compact. These types of topological properties help distinguish spaces
and either equate using continuous maps (known as homeomorphisms) or differentiate (known
as a topological invariant). An important demonstration of topological physics is the idea of
a bulk-boundary correspondence which states that when there are two material with different
topological phases and a common gapped spectrum are place next to each other, eigenmodes
localized at this interface and crossing this gap must appear at the interface [6]. The idea of
a Chern number (described in detail later in this chapter) helps dictate the direction of these
propogating surface modes.
2. Homeomorphisms
2.1. Paths and Loops. A path is like a parametric curve as learnt in multivariable calculus
or linear algebra. An example of a path is: consider the function given by γ : [0, 1]→ R2 given
by γ(t) = (t, 0). This produces a straight line from (0, 0) to (1, 0) as shown in Figure 1.1.
t = 0 t = 1
γ
Figure 1.1. The path of γ : [0, 1]→ R2 given by γ(t) = (t, 0).
A loop is a path that connects at a “base point”. An example of a loop is: consider
γ(t) = (cos(2πt), sin(2πt)). This function forms the unit circle as shown in Figure 1.2.
x
γ
Figure 1.2. The loop given by γ(t) = (cos(2πt), sin(2πt)) with base point x.
If a loop in a topological space X can be continuously shrunk to a single point, then X is
simply connected.
2.2. Homeomorphism Definition. In order to classify and relate spaces, we need to
define a notion of equivalence. In topology, two spaces are equivalent if we can continuously
deform one space into the other without ripping, tearing, or gluing. In other words, two spaces
are equivalent if, as though made of clay, we can stretch and mold the object to become the
other. To be precise, we introduce the notion of homeomorphisms.
Definition. Two topological spaces S and T are homeomorphic if there are continuous
maps f : S → T and g : T → S such that
(f ◦ g) = idT and (g ◦ f) = idS.
The maps f and f are homeomorphisms. If such properties hold and thus S and T are
homeomorphic, then we write S ∼= T .
For example, linked rings are homeomorphic to separated rings and a coffee mug is homeo-
morphic to a doughnut (or torus) as shown in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3. (a) A coffee cup is homeomorphic to a doughnut and (b) Separated
rings are homeomorphic to linked rings [1].
We can establish equivalence classes of homeomorphisms using “topological invariants.”
Topological invariants are quantities or properties that are conserved under homeomorphisms.
If two spaces have different topological invariants, then there cannot exist a homeomorphism
between eachother. For example, a closed interval cannot be homeomorphic to an open interval
in real space as the closed interval is compact and the open is not.
In summary, homeomorphisms help relate topological spaces in order to draw conclusions
about certain topological properties. Specifically, the concept of a fibre bundles relies on home-
omorphisms in order to relate the behavior of local spaces versus the overal global topology.
3. Fibre Bundles
A tangent bundle, TM , is a collection of all tangent spaces of an m-dimensional manifold,
M . For example, let TS2 be the set of all tangent vectors on S2. This set of tangent vectors
forms a space that is homeomorphic to R2. This concept of collecting these vectors forms a
basic example of a fibre bundle.
Definition. A fibre bundle is a surjective, continuous map p : E → B together with a space
F with the following property: for every point x ∈ B, there is an open set U ⊂ B containing
x together with a homeomorphism ϕU : U × F → p−1(U) such that the composite function
P ◦ ϕU : U × F → U is the projection (u, f) 7→ u.
The space F is called the fibre with B as the base space and E as the total space. A vector
bundle is simply a fibre bundle whose fibre is a vector space. One very important example to
this thesis of a fibre bundle is the Berry Phase. In quantum mechanics, the Berry Phase can
be seen as a fibre bundle over the projective Hilbert space. This can be found by analyzing the
vector parallel transport over a closed loop in a given space.
4. Derivation of Berry Phase and Berry Connection
A Berry phase explores the underlying geometric structure by describing the phase evolution
of a complex vector as it changes around a closed loop [6]. A standard example of Berry phase
is in the adiabatic evolution (extremely slow evolution with respect to time) of a quantum me-
chanical wavefunction. Let H(R) be a Hamiltonian dependent on some collection of parameters
denoted by R. Then suppose that R changes adiabatically as a function of time, i.e. R = R(t).
Then, the Schrödinger equation, assuming that ~ = 1, is
(1.1) H(R(t))|ψ(t)〉 = i d
dt
|ψ(t)〉
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Under the adiabatic assumption, we can assume that at t = 0 and any t > 0, the system is
in the nth eigenstate, |ψ(0)〉 = |n,R(0)〉 where
(1.2) H(R(0))|n,R(0)〉 = En(R(0))|n,R(0)〉
A natural guess of |ψ(t)〉 would be








However, the above is not a solution to the Schrödinger equation in equation 1.1. Thus, we
can introduce ηn(t) in the wave function as:








Inserting the above equation 1.4 into 1.1 and solving for ηn(t), we find




where ∇R is the gradient in R-parameter space. See [1] for derivation of equation 1.5. Note
that ηn(t) is real.
Now, consider that our system completes a closed loop in R space, i.e. R(0) = R(T ) for
T > 0. Then,




describes Berry’s phase or Berry phase [1]. In addition, we define the Berry connection
or Berry potential as
(1.7) A(R) = i〈u(R)|∇R|u(R)〉,
where |u(R)〉 defines a vector. Note that the Berry phase is gauge invariant modulo 2π whereas
the Berry connection is pure real and is not guage invariant [6]. This implies that the Berry
connection can never be physically observable whereas the Berry phase can be associated with
a physical observable.
5. Berry Curvature
We define the Berry Curvature as the curl of the Berry connection,
(1.8) F(R) = ∇R ×A(R).
The curvature encodes information about local geometric structure and is gauge invariant
[6]. The Berry connection, A, is analogous to the vector potential of a magnetic field and the
Berry curvature, F, is analogous to the magnetic field.
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6. Chern Number
In brief, the Chern theorem states that for some integer C, the integral of the Berry curvature






Here, C denotes the Chern number of the surface and is a topological invariant associated
to the vector bundles defined on the surface. Chern number theory helps understand a global
topological property whereas Berry curvature is more of a local geometric quantity [6]. A change
in the Chern number across an interface describes the number of localized waves [6]. A change
in the Chern number indicates the presence of our desired topologically protected edge modes.
These edge modes propagate as a result of the bulk-boundary correspondence.
7. Bulk-Boundary Correspondence
An important manifestation of the types of topology described in this chapter is the bulk-
boundary correspondence. This principal states that when two material with differing topolog-
ical phases and a common gapped spectrum are brought within proximity of eachother, modes
are localized to that interface and crossing the gap must appear [7]. This is under the assump-
tion that the material itself is large enough for Chern theorem to work sufficiently. This comes
from the fact that the difference in Chern number across an interface can only occur if the band
gap closes somewhere at the interface which is accomplished by these surface edge modes [6].
This difference also indicates the number and direction of the propagation of these edge modes.
In quantum mechanics, we see the appearance of what are called topological insulators that
possess special properties like a bulk-boundary correspondence that allow for the propagation
of uni-direction surface or edge waves. This correspondence allows us to look simply at the bulk
and predict the existence of these waves based on topological invariants. In other words, the
bulk topological invariant such as the Chern number characterize a given phase and uniquely
reflect surface modes that cross a band gap [8]. If the bulk band structure indicates a band gap
where each energy band has a difference in Chern number, then that implies that some wave
must cross the gap, i.e. the topologically protected edge mode.
CHAPTER 2
3 Band System with Topologically Protected Edge Modes
In this chapter, we will introduce an example of a 3 band system that has the emergence
of topologically protected edge waves, or waves that only propagate in one direction. In a
geophysical fluids system, these types of waves are observed in equatorially trapped waves
where time-reversal symmetry is broken by the coriolis force and are studied in [2]. We will
follow their method in order to see the band structure and from here compute the Chern number
to draw conclusions about the topological origin of these types of waves.
Equatorial waves describe waves that are trapped close to the equator of a sphere. This
trapping is as a result of the rotation of the earth, i.e. due to the coriolis force. Since the coriolis
parameter vanishes at the equator, we can make an “equatorial f plane” approximation. This
approximation essentially states that locally on a sphere we can approximate spatial coordinates
and linearize our x longitude and y latitude to create an f -plane. This f will have constant
coriolis force given by f = 2Ω0 cos θ.
Following Delplace et al. (2017), the linearized equations of motion of the shallow water
system for a state at rest are:
∂tη̃ = −∂x̃ũ− ∂ỹṽ
∂tũ = −∂x̃η̃ + f̃ ṽ
∂tṽ = −∂ỹη̃ − f̃ ũ
(2.1)
where u, v are the fluid velocities and η is the perturbation about the mean height. We
drop the tilde (̃) for convenience. In this, the f -plane model is used which is a local model of
a rotating sphere using a constant value for the Coriolis parameter f at a particular latitude,
and x and y are the coordinates for the tangent plane [6]. Let η̂, û, v̂ be the amplitudes of the










We can symbolically solve the above eigenvalue problem using Mathematica and has eigen-
values of ω± = ±
√
k2 + f 2 and ω0 = 0 for k
2 = k2x + k
2
y. The normalized eigenfunctions with
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We can also express these eigenstates in spherical coordinates to simplify some of the com-
putational processes. This coordinate transformation is taken by assuming θ is the latitude and
ranges 0 ≤ θ < π and ϕ is the colatidue ranging from 0 ≤ ϕ < 2π. The coordinate transfor-
mation is given by x = r cosϕ sin θ, y = r sinϕ sin θ and z = r cos θ. Therefore, the normalized




 sin θcosϕ− i cos θ sinϕ
sinϕ+ i cos θ cosϕ
 .
Since the above is multivalued at θ = 0 and ϕ = π and the north and south poles respectively
and eigenmodes are defined up to a phase, we can define eigenmodes so that they are single-
valued of (θ, ϕ) everywhere but at the respective opposite poles.
(2.5) ΨN+ = Ψ+e
iϕ, ΨS+ = Ψ+e
−iϕ,
where ΨN+ refers to the north pole and Ψ
S
+. The same can be done for the negative frequency
band, but instead of |Ψ+〉, we use the negative eigenvector transformed to spherical coordinates,
i.e. |Ψ−〉.
Again using symbolic analysis in Mathematica, we find that the Berry connection is given
by
(2.6) AN+ = −i〈ΨN+ ,∇sΨN+ 〉, AS+ = −i〈ΨS+,∇sΨS+〉.
However, these Berry connections are related by the gauge transformation and thus we can
write the Berry connection or potential in terms of eachother as follows:
(2.7) AS+ = A
N
+ − 2∇sϕ.
Therefore, the Berry curvature is given by the spherical curl of the Berry connection of
(2.8) B+ = ∇s ×AN+ = ∇s ×AS+.
Since the Berry connection is well defined along the equator circle θ = π
2
, using Stoke’s law,






dϕ(AN+ −AS+) · eϕ = 2.
Using the same technique, we can find that the Chern numbers corresponding to the negative
frequency band is C− = −2 and the Chern number corresponding to the zero band is C0 = 0
as desired. This jump between ±2 and 0 implies that there are in fact two missing eigenmodes
within the spectral gap.
The central determining factor lies in the understanding of the topology of the band struc-
ture. Nonzero Chern numbers describe a topological invariant of a system and dictate non
trivial topologies. In the Brillouin zone, the Chern number allows us to quantify the number of
singularities within the phase of the wave function [2].
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Figure 2.1. A plot of ω− (orange) and ω+ (blue) for Chern numbers of −2 and 2 respectively.
In the following chapters, we will introduce a simpler 4 band system that supports these
unidirectional waves in order to reduce this system to a 2 band system where the Chern number
becomes zero–a system with trivial topology.
CHAPTER 3
Violating Time Symmetry and Topologically Protected Edge Modes
1. Hexagonal Mass-Spring Lattice on a Rotating Platform
In this chapter, we investigate the ramifications of a four band system which violates time
reversal symmetry and supports our desired unidirectional waves. This theoretical system is
based on the paper by Wang et al (see [3]) which is similar to the Haldane Model.
Consider an infinitely long rotating table with a lattice consisting of masses connected by
springs in a honeycomb. The two dimensional honeycomb lattice is infinite and periodic in the
x̂-direction, but discrete in ŷ, i.e. the lattice has infinitely many masses along the x̂-direction,
but has discrete N ∈ N number of masses in the ŷ-direction as described in Figure 3.1. Now
let the boundary masses be pinned.
Each mass will have some mass m and we will assume that the springs are massless with
spring elastic constant C. Each mass has some separation a between nearest neighbors. Due to
symmetry, a hexagon consists of neighboring spaces called A and B sites and when translated
by vector rmn = ma1 +na2 where a1 =
√






produces the same image.
Figure 3.1. Section of the lattice. The filled dots represent A site masses
whereas the unfilled dots represent B sites. The masses are all connected by
springs (depicted as straight lines in this figure).
10
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Now, let the displacements in masses of the A site be defined by ξ where this is a vector from
the origin to the mass in the A-site position. Similarly, define η to be the displacements in masses
of the B site. Assume the general forms of ξ(m,n) = ξpmsne−iωt and η(m,n) = ηpmsne−iωt
where p = eik·a1 and s = eik·a2 . The dispersion relation of our system then can be expressed as
the following:
ω2ξ + 2iωΩẑ× ξ = ω20
[
R̂1R̂1 · (ξ − η)
+ R̂2R̂2 · (ξ − p∗η) + R̂3R̂3(ξ − s∗η)
]
ω2η + 2iωΩẑ× η = ω20
[
R̂1R̂1 · (η − ξ)




The above dispersion relation comes from Newton’s second law spring force of ma+Fc = −Fk
where Fc denotes the Coriolis force and Fk denotes the spring force. Dividing by m results in
equation 3.2 where ω0 corresponds to the spring force.
By discretizing in y, the s and s∗ will terms fall away respectively. Therefore, we are left
with projection matrices where R̂1 · ξ = 〈R1|ξ〉. This means that R̂1R̂1 · ξ = |R1〉 〈R1|ξ〉 and
the projection operator is therefore defined as PR1 ≡ |R1〉 〈R1|. This can be extended to the
rest of the vectors; our projection operators are:
PR1 ≡ |R1〉 〈R1|
PR2 ≡ |R2〉 〈R2|
PR3 ≡ |R3〉 〈R3|
(3.3)
Note that there is both a linear term, ω, and a quadratic term ω2 in equation 3.2. We can
make this into a generalized eigenvalue problem by defining new variables α = ωξ and β = ωη.
This becomes a generalized eigenvalue problem of
(3.4) Lx = λMx






. In order to describe the bulk, we can construct our matrix L using
our projection operators. First, let us consider no coriolis motion, i.e. Ω0 = 0. We can see that
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from equation 3.2, we can create the following 4× 4 block matrix using our projection matrices
in equation 3.3. Note that the term “block matrix” is just a way of denoting larger matrices in
a type of short hand. For example, if we consider 02 and I2 to be the 2 × 2 zero and identity





which is just the 8 × 8 matrix
of

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
. So, from equation 3.2 and 3.3, we can form the following block matrix of
(3.5) L11 =
(
PR1 + PR2 + PR3 −PR1 − p∗PR2 − s∗PR3
−PR1 − pPR2 − sPR3 PR1 + PR2 + PR3
)
.
Now examining the coriolis term, we see that ẑ× x will yield a vector in the x− y plane so
we can construct another matrix, L12 to describe that part of the motion:
(3.6) L12 =

0 2iω0 0 0
−2iΩ0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −2iΩ0
0 0 −2iΩ0 0
 .







where 04 is the 4× 4 zero matrix and I4 is the 4× 4 identity matrix. This matrix of course is
a block matrix (a matrix of matrices), but can be expressed as a regular matrix as desired for
computational purposes.







This generalized eigenvalue problem produces an 8× 8 matrix with eigenvales of ω. For our
purposes, we will only consider ω2 and thus can consider only the positive ω values that are
produced from this eigenvalue approach.
The boundary of this theoretical system has two possibilities: the zig-zag or bearded edge
(see Figure 3.2). In either case, the boundary masses are secured with no movement.
Consider the bottom boundary to be a B-site mass on the zig-zag edge. For the sake of this
thesis, our system will have matching top and bottom edges although the system can be altered
such that it has both. Then, our top zig-zag edge will correspond to A-site masses. Then our
bottom B-site boundary edge will be described by the matrix is equation 3.15
(3.9) MZZb =
(
02 02 02 02








. The block matrix to describe the A-site boundary edge is de-
scribed in equation
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Figure 3.2. This figure illustrates the difference between bearded and zig-zag
edge. The top refers to the bearded edge with B sites and the bottom depicts the
zig-zag edge with B sites.
(3.10) MZZt =
(
02 −PR3 PR1 + PR2 + PR3 Ωb
02 02 02 02
)
.
Finally, we can create our discretized Hamiltonian for the zig-zag edge to be as
(3.11)

MZZt 08 08 08 . . .
08×6 L 08 08 . . .
08 08×6 L 08 . . .
...
...
. . . 08 MZZb

The matrix above is formed such that the term PR1 + PR2 + PR3 forms along the diagonal.
Analytically, Wang et al. derived the eigenvalues as in equation 3.12 [3].









cos (k · a1) + cos(k · a2) + cos(k · (a1 − a2))
]
.
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2. Approximating the Hamiltonian
In order to grasp an approximate understanding of our system, we can think of the equations
of motion as the usual non-rotation relations, but plus a perturbative term that acts in place of
our Coriolis force. This gives us an approximation of our Hamiltonian and allows us to quickly
plot diagrams and draw conclusions using this estimation. We can think of the perturbative





yielding the new dispersion relations as
ω2ξ + 2iΩ0ẑ× ξ = ω20
[
R̂1R̂1 · (ξ − η)
+ R̂2R̂2 · (ξ − p∗η) + R̂3R̂3(ξ − s∗η)
]
ω2η + 2iΩ0ẑ× η = ω20
[
R̂1R̂1 · (η − ξ)




This, unlike in equation 3.2, is a much simpler eigenvalue problem and can allow us to
construct our Hamiltonian similar to before as:
(3.14) Happrox =

MZZt 04 04 04 . . .
02×3 L 04 04 . . .
04 02×3 L 04 . . .
...
...
. . . 04 MZZb
 ,
where MZZt is defined as
(3.15) MZZb =
(
02 02 02 02
02 PR1 + PR2 + PR3 − cT 02 −PR3
)
,










02 −PR3 PR1 + PR2 + PR3 − cT 02
02 02 02 02
)
.
Using python, we can plot the approximate analytical band structure as shown in Figure 3.3
Numerically, we can take our hamilitonian and solve for the eigenvalues plotting for n number
of hexagonal sublattices in the ŷ-direction and m number of values ranging between 0 and 3.5
for kx.
3. Calculating the Chern Number
In order to numerically compute the Chern number, we used a python package called
Z2pack [9]. This allows us to input our Hamiltonian and return our Chern number. The package
Z2pack works by compiling techniques of tracking hybrid Wannier charge centers computed for
relevant Bloch states. They apply this method in order to compute the desirable Chern number
as well as, Z2 and crystalline topological insulators, as well as topological semimetal phases [9],
however, we use this package in order to extract the Chern number for our Hamiltonian system.
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Figure 3.3. Analytical solution of the band structure using equation 3.12 with
periodicity in both directions on the lattice.This describes the bulk properties
with Ω0 = 0. Allowing for time-reversal symmetry to break giving rise to a band
gap, an analysis of the Chern number difference across the gap will predict the
presence of the topologically protected surface modes.
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Figure 3.4. Numerical solution of the band structure given in equation 3.12 with
periodicity in both directions on the lattice overlaid with our analytical solution
in Figure 3.3 . Here we can see the numerical values are plotted in a scatter plot
given by small dots whereas the analytical solution is given by the green, blue,
black, and red lines.
Figure 3.5. Plots of band structure with zig-zig (left) and bearded (right)
boundary conditions. Plotted for N = 20 lattice sites in the ŷ-direction with
Ω0 = 10 Hertz.
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Figure 3.6. Plots of the band strucutre with the zig-zag boundary conditions
with differing Ω0 values. In this, we can clearly see the topologically protected
edge modes crossing the three band gaps.
CHAPTER 4
Future Work
The goal of this thesis was to investigate different numbered band systems in order to provide
an entry to prove that the minimal requirement for a system to support topologically protected
edge modes is 3. In order to do so, we will take the classical 4 band system of a spring-mass
system and reduce the system to a 1 dimensional chain of springs and masses where waves can
both propagate longitudinally and transversally, i.e. movement of the masses in the x̂-direction
(compression and expansion of the spring in x̂) as well as movement of the masses in the ŷ-
direction like a usual transverse wave.
This ideally will give light to why a 2 band real system cannot support topologically protected
waves and allow us to prove that 3 bands is the minimal requirement. This proof is the next step
of our project and is on-going research. We know, from quantum mechanics, that there exist
2 band systems that support these types of waves. For example, the simplest system that has
non-trivial topological phase is in the quantum mechanical spin-1/2 system with two orthogonal











A wave in quantum mechanics dictates a quantum mechanical probability amplitude whereas
the reality condition on classical waves constrains these waves to a wavevector that propagates
in some region of space or domain. This wavevector is relates spatial coordinates to some real
scalar constraint like time, pressure, density, etc. In quantum mechanics, the wave-partical
duality gives rise to the complex valued probability amplitude. Since complex numbers have
a “real” component and an “imaginary” component, a complex system can have 4 degrees of
freedom when translated to a real setting. Therefore, when translating to a real variabled envi-
ronment, the state vector will exist in real four dimensional space. We can make use of this fact
and place a small parameter, ε, on the imaginary components of the spin up and down basis
vectors and take this limit as ε tends to 0. If this limit produces a zero Chern number, we will
have shown that the four-dimensional complex system maps to a trivial two-dimensional real
system. In addition, as shown in work done by Delplace et al in [2], we have seen an example
of a simple 3 band system with non-trivial topology with real state vectors. So we must show
that there are no 2 band systems with non-trivial topology.
In order to formalize this proof, we will need to understand the reason behind why the Chern
number tends to zero as our system becomes a 2 band system. To close, we will demonstrate
that there is no other way of constructing other 2 band systems of real variables. In this effort,
although not entirely rigorous, we will draw important conclusions about topological invariants
and conclude the minimal energy band requirements for topological phase.
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Appendix A
Included in this Appendix A is the Mathematica code used to solve and plot the frequency
band structure in the shallow-water model from chapter 2. We follow the descriptions and
mathematics described in Delplace et al.’s paper [2]. We start by defining the Hermitian matrix
that describes the dispersion relations of our system given in equation 2.2. We then compute
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Since k2 = kx2 + ky2 forms a natural radius and describes
the sphere, we then transform our eigenvectors into spherical coordinates in order to compute
the Berry phase, connection, and curvature. Finally, we compute the Chern number. This is all
done for the positive frequency band and can be easily done for the negative frequency band to
find a Chern number of −2. The zero band shows trivial topologies as it shows a Chern number
of 0. This difference in Chern numbers across the band gap indicates the presence of the surface
waves (Kelvin and Yanai Waves) that are ultimately not present in f -plane model. This idea is
analogous to only analyzing the bulk of the honey-comb spring lattice model shown in chapter
3: although the edge modes are not evident as our system is periodic in both directions, the
topological invariant suggests that these edge modes exist in order to close the gap allowing for
the difference in the Chern number.
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������� ClearAll["Global`*"]
$Assumptions = {kx ∈ Reals, ky ∈ Reals, f ∈ Reals, θ ∈ Reals,
ϕ ∈ Reals, r ∈ Reals, r >= 0, 0 <= θ < π, 0 <= ϕ < 2 π, Csc[θ] > 0};
������� inputMatrix := {{0, kx, ky}, {kx, 0, -ⅈ f}, {ky, ⅈ f, 0}}
Finding Eigenvalues
������� omegaPlus = Eigenvalues[inputMatrix][[3]]
������� f2 + kx2 + ky2
������� omegaMinus = Eigenvalues[inputMatrix][[2]]
������� - f2 + kx2 + ky2






f2 + ky2 kx2 + ky2
f2 + kx2 + ky2 -ⅈ f kx + ky f2 + kx2 + ky2 
Eigenvectors[inputMatrix][[3]] // ComplexExpand // FullSimplify
������� 
1




-ⅈ f ky + kx f2 + kx2 + ky2
2 kx2 + ky2 f2 + kx2 + ky2
,
ⅈ f kx + ky f2 + kx2 + ky2
2 kx2 + ky2 f2 + kx2 + ky2

������� PsiMinusKx = Eigenvectors[inputMatrix][[2]] // FullSimplify
������� -












f2 + kx2 + ky2
,
ⅈ ky
f2 + kx2 + ky2
, -
ⅈ kx
f2 + kx2 + ky2

Finding Berry Curvature Using the Eigenvectors from inputMatrix
�������� PsiPlus =
ReplaceAll[PsiPlusKx, {kx → r Sin[θ] Cos[ϕ], ky → r Sin[θ] Sin[ϕ], f → r Cos[θ]}] /.





Cos[ϕ] - ⅈ Cos[θ] Sin[ϕ]
2
,
ⅈ Cos[θ] Cos[ϕ] + Sin[ϕ]
2

�������� PsiPlusN := PsiPlus * Exp[ⅈ ϕ]
�������� PsiPlusS := PsiPlus * Exp[-ⅈ ϕ]
Calculating Berry Potential:
�������� conjPsiPlusN := Conjugate[PsiPlusN]










AthetaPlus = conjPsiPlusN.dThetaPlus // ComplexExpand // FullSimplify;
AphiPlus = conjPsiPlusN.dPhiPlus // ComplexExpand // FullSimplify;







�������� AplusS = AplusN - 2 Grad[ϕ, {r, θ, ϕ}, "Spherical"] // ComplexExpand // FullSimplify






�������� conjPsiPlusS := Conjugate[PsiPlusS]










AthetaPlusS = conjPsiPlusS.dThetaPlusS // ComplexExpand // FullSimplify;
AphiPlusS = conjPsiPlusS.dPhiPlusS // ComplexExpand // FullSimplify;
�������� AplusStest = -ⅈ {ArPlusS, AthetaPlusS, AphiPlusS}



















2 ���  delplace_top_waves.nb
�������� BerryCurvatureCart =
TransformedField["Spherical" → "Cartesian", BerryCurvatureSphere,
{r, θ, ϕ} → {kx, ky, f}] // ComplexExpand // FullSimplify
�������� 
kx
f2 + kx2 + ky23/2
,
ky
f2 + kx2 + ky23/2
,
f
f2 + kx2 + ky23/2




























Norm[correctBerryCurveTheoretically] // ComplexExpand // FullSimplify
��������
c4
f2 + c2 kx2 + ky22
Calculating the Chern Number:





Integrate[phiComponent, {ϕ, 0, 2 π}], θ → π  2, r → 1
�������� 2
Plotting the Frequency
�������� omegaPlusPlot := omegaPlus /. {f → 1}
omegaMinusPlot := omegaMinus /. {f → 1}
myColorFunction := BerryCurvatureCart[[3]] /. {f → 1}
delplace_top_waves.nb  ���3
�������� Plot3D{omegaPlusPlot, omegaMinusPlot}, {kx, -5, 5}, {ky, -5, 5},
ColorFunction → ColorData[{"TemperatureMap", "Reverse"}][#3] &,
Mesh → None, Boxed → False, RegionFunction → Function{x, y}, x2 + y2 < 25,
PlotLegends → Automatic, AxesLabel → {kx, ky, ω}
��������
4 ���  delplace_top_waves.nb
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